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Christina Wren, who played the much-discussed Carrie Farris in Man of Steel, took to social media yesterday to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the day she was cast in the DC film. Like
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most actors ...

Man of Steel Star Reflects On Ten Years Since She Was Cast
I mean, I’m a big comic book nerd from back in the day. So, like, all of the Marvel dudes are very much on my radar. Monsters & Critics: Zack Snyder recently said that he would be open to ...

Exclusive: Rick and Morty showrunner Scott Marder talks Zack Snyder, Season 5 and a possible Chris Evans cameo
A New York state judge Wednesday cut allegations of a corrupt sexual misconduct investigation into a former Tinder CEO as weak and prejudicial to the core issue in a $5.6 billion contract lawsuit by ...

Tinder Gets Sex Misconduct Claims Cut In $5B Founders' Suit
This week on HBO Max, you can catch Tom & Jerry (2021), a live-action/computer animated comedy based on the classic cartoon characters. It returns to the streamer after its one-month premiere period ...

HBO Max: The 10 best movies to see this week
Her million-selling book not only helped establish the young ... according to librarian Carrie Fleharty. “I can’t keep them on the shelves,” she says with a laugh. “The kids keep taking ...

Outside looking in
Carrie Vaughn is a veteran science fiction and ... After the Golden Age and Dreams of the Golden Age. With her new novel, Questland, she takes that fandom to the greatest extreme possible: by ...

You Don't Have To Be A Complete Nerd To Love This Novel ... But It Helps
After a deliberately ambiguous prologue (just why is Ellen Snyder going to an L.A ... s exciting seventh Jane Whitefield novel (after 2009’s Runner), Jane cleverly frees prisoner James Shelby ...

Books by Thomas Perry and Complete Book Reviews
Gaiman's dreamlike approach to such a massive undertaking makes this undeniably a 'Neil Gaiman Comic Book,' but the real ... too many complaints about Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo’s Batman ...

Best Batman stories of all time
"It's literally like D-Day," Carrie Fisher commented of her experiences on the set ... based on her best-selling novel. Gallery Parents warned over suitability of Star Wars: The Force Awakens for ...

Movie News
Maribeth leaves behind to hold onto her precious memories, her siblings, Gary (Carrie) Curtis of Youngstown ... Michael Curtis and Matt Snyder; and seven great-nieces and -nephews, with a great ...

Maribeth V. Curtis 1959-2021
Casting Patton as a character whose comic-book counterpart is white was a controversial ... her DC Extended Universe debut as Iris in "Zack Snyder's Justice League" and will reprise the role ...

There's a reason why 'The Flash' is telling more diverse stories now. The showrunner says he 'can't stand' when a show doesn't reflect the real world.
TOO early to tell if the 2021 Gossip Girl iteration has the style, vibe and essence of the 2007-2012 original. But I’m quite excited for this Generation Z reboot of a millennial classic because it ...

In reboots and revivals, a fashion renewal
The first season was based on Matt Ruff's novel of the same name and followed ... The supporting characters – including Rob’s eccentric mother (Carrie Fisher) and Sharon’s mischievous ...

Lovecraft Country showrunner teases what was to come in season 2 after HBO cancels series
The Castleton Community Center will have four professional musicians from the Killington Music Festival perform Wednesday July 14, at the Center. Weather permitting, the concert will be held outside ...

Community news
I tweeted at Carrie Coon recently ... and with queer people?" Or you see Zack Snyder saying, "what if a highest, but zombies?" And so this is mash-up thing, and hopefully you find an interesting ...

Adam Goldman on His Audible Series, Hot White Heist
Carrie Tollefson, Dick Beardsley develops a competitive environment.” Bjorklund was a 1976 Olympic 10,000 meter runner and part of Boulder’s running history; he lived in former CU coach Jerry ...

Stress, bad weather toughens athletes — on the track and in life
Advertisement Dune is directed by Denis Villeneuve (Arrival, Blade Runner 2049), who co-wrote the screenplay with John Spaihts and Eric Roth. The film is based on the Frank Herbert novel of the ...
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